Macon Christmas '15 Stages

Stage 1

Pos 2

START

Ammo: 10 - pistol 8- rifle 6 + Shotgun
Staging: Rifle in hand and Shotgun staged on table at start position , Pistols
holstered.
Starting Position: Standing at start position beside the table with rifle in hands
Procedure: Say "Nothing says Christmas like Red Smoke in the air!”
With the rifle engage the five Green and 3 red targets with one round each. No order.
With the Shotgun engage the 3 poppers then the clay in the air. While moving to the right table
stop and engage the next popper and clay thus filling the air with red smoke.
Make Shotgun safe on table 2.
With the pistols engage the red targets with 1 round on each outside target and 3 rounds on
center target then sweep the 5 green targets beginning on either end.
.
Note: Aerial 1 is not a miss but penalty for missing is (Santa will not come see you) If you
break it you get a 3 second bonus. Aerial 2 is a miss or a 3 second bonus if hit.
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Stage 2
Christmas Dinner? – Pheasant of Course
Scenario: The whole family has insisted that it’s just not Christmas without pheasant for our
Christmas dinner. So the pressure is on to bring home some pheasants for dinner. Pheasants are
fast though so you better be good with that rifle.

START
Ammo: Pistols 10, Rifle 10 Shotgun 2+
Staging: Rifle in hand, Shotgun staged on the table. Pistols holstered
Starting Position: Standing with one foot on the start plate
Procedure: Shooter will say “There’s our Christmas dinner”!"
At the beep, with the rifle engage the red target which will flush the pheasant. Then with rifle
Place 5 rounds on the Pheasant before engaging the white rifle targets, then knock down the
remaining 4 white targets. It is a miss to knockdown a white target before placing five rounds
on the pheasant. Targets standing when rifle is empty is a miss. Move forward and place rifle
on table.
With the Shotgun engage the 2 Green Shotgun targets until down.
With your pistols, engage two of the pistol targets with 5 rounds alternating then engage the
other two pistol targets with 5 rounds alternating
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Stage 3
Stealing Christmas!

Santa's
Sleigh

START
Ammo: Pistols 10, Rifle 10 Shotgun 4+
Staging: Pistols holstered, Rifle on center table, Shotgun on right table.
Starting Position: Begin at Pistol/rifle position holding the Grinch with both hands.
Procedure : Shooter will say "Look! Max and the Grinch stealing all the gifts!" and wait for
the beep.
Pistols: With first pistol engage the black trip target first to release the sleigh then engage the
two targets on the cart by alternating for 4 rounds.
Rifle: Then P/U rifle and continue to alternate by double tapping each target for a total of 10
rounds
With the second pistol dump five rounds on the black circle, holster
Shotgun: Move to Shotgun and engage Shotgun targets until down. Clays only need to be
broken.
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Stage 4

START
Ammo: Pistols 10, Rifle 10+1 Shotgun 4+
Staging: Pistols with 5 rounds each, holstered. Rifle and shotgun staged on center table.
Starting Position: Standing at start position with Santa’s cap in both hands
Procedure : When ready say: “ Santa needs snow for his sleigh” With the first pistol engage
one set of the 3 green targets (right or left) in a Nevada sweep for 5 rounds then engage the
other set of 3 in a Nevada sweep for 5 rounds… beginning on either end. Holster.
With the Shotgun engage knockdowns in any order until down.
With the rifle engage the Red rifle targets with same instructions as the pistol targets, then load
one and engage the can directly in front of you to make it snow for Santa. 8 second bonus if
you make it snow. No miss on the can.
NOTE: All targets must be engaged through the Christmas wreath.
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Stage 5
The Beautiful Star
Santa gets really thirsty making all those rounds so open him a couple of drinks.
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START
Ammo: Pistols 10, Rifle 5 Shotgun 4+
Staging: Pistols holstered, Rifle on Right table, Shotgun on left table.
Start: Begin at right table, with both hands holding a Christmas stocking filled with soft drinks.
Procedure: Say, "Have a good cold drink, Santa!"
ATB with your first pistol beginning on the red circle sweep left to right the targets with one
round each including the Star. With your second pistol engage the Star until all the plates are
gone. Dump any remaining rounds on the red target.
With the rifle engage the Star until plates are gone then dump remaining rounds on the red
target.
Move to the Shotgun Knock down the 2 knockdown targets and engage the drink cans as they
become visible until Santa has two cans opened. (NO ORDER)
Misses on 1, 2, 3, 4 count. Misses on star only count if plates are remaining.

